Composed by Ignatius of Loyola (c.1491Loyola (c. -1556 after his conversion and experiences in Manresa as a pilgrim, the Spiritual Exercises (first published 1548) are a work of fundamental importance for understanding how the Society of Jesus operated in its early years and continues to function to this day.1 Use of the Exercises was an essential component of Jesuit missionary successes worldwide. Within the context of English Jesuit missionary work, examples of engagement with and uses of the text can be found wherever the Jesuits were active. This chapter examines how they were used within the English and Welsh Catholic community in two distinct missionary settings-the clandestine missionary work within the network of colleges and residences in England and Wales; and in mainland Europe, where English Jesuit colleges were located, and where members of the Society might also provide spiritual support and guidance to the English convents in exile.2
with a particularly Ignatian focus.4 They record spiritual journeys undertaken through readings, prayer, and meditations, and although key differences can be detected in their composition, it is clear that these spiritual commonplace books were compiled by their author(s) in order to facilitate the use and dissemination of the Exercises within a specific missionary environment. 5 The examples under examination are from two distinct missionary settings within which the English Jesuits lived and worked. The first example is a pair of spiritual commonplace books that survive from the library of the Welsh district missionary headquarters, the territorial College of St. Francis Xavier, at the Cwm estate on the Wales-England border. Founded in 1595, the Welsh district of the English province was one of three initial missionary areas targeted by the Jesuits in the early years of the English mission, chosen for strength of adherence to Catholicism, and functioning as a pilot test for a wider national missionary focus.6 Missionary work in the district flourished virtually uninterrupted throughout the seventeenth century, until the closure of the Cwm in December 1678 as a result of the so-called Popish Plot.7 Although undated, manuscripts U.6.13 and U.7.15 were composed in the seventeenth century and can be broadly dated to around 1600-78.8
The second example is a set of three manuscripts from the surviving library of the English Canonesses of the Holy Sepulchre, or the Sepulchrines, a community of English women religious, founded in exile in Liège in 1642 by Susan Hawley (1622-1706).9 One of twenty-two communities of English women
